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CMAF35ET.- I
mm m o w m  Am  its scope
The purpose of this study woo to determine the 
effect of a selected physical education program on the 
fltaeee values of the participant® at compared to the 
change in fitness values of a group who did not par* 
tiemate in any required or extra-curricular physical 
education activities*
The specific problems of this study were as 
followsi
1* To find the status of fitness of the control 
group and the experimental group at the beginning of the 
school year*
2# To determine the change® In physical fitness 
as the result of participating in the required physical 
education program#
3# lb determine the changes made In fitness 
values of a control group who did not participate In 
physical education during the school year#
4* To try to determine what effect, If any, growth 




atitf... t e  j b w . a w j :
The field of physical education embodies many 
theories* Ideas and/or practice* as to what activities 
constitute a satisfactory physical education program*
There is also a great deal of concern* to the physical 
educator* In selecting criteria by which the effective* 
ness of the program can be determined. Through the 
administration of physical fitness and strength tests*
It Is usually possible to obtain an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the required physical education program 
in terns of ths improvement in the participant* e physical 
fitness test scores.
By using one group of boy® who participated in 
the required physical education program and comparing 
their test scores with another group who did not par* 
tlclpate In any phase of the required physical education 
program it was hoped that result® might be obtained which 
would give aoao indications that night help in solving 
this perplexing problem. But, is this method valid 
enough to be used as a basis for determining what ac­
tivities constitute a good* sound physical education 
program? If the student shows an increase in hlo test 
score since his previous trials* does this mean the 
improvement was due to the effectiveness of the total 
program* or was this increase in score obtained primarily 
from the physical growth and development of the individual
over the period of time that hod elapsed since the previous 
testing period*
Youth Is a tine of growth and development* 
Development postponed to maturity la doomed to a 
reduction If not a total loos*1 mere fore, it Is the 
definite responsibility of every physical educator to 
provide for the maximum growth and development of each 
and every Individual* mis will be accomplished only by 
providing the kind of physical eduoatloa program which 
will provide for the individual needs and differences 
of every person in the school* This study was designed 
to provide some of the answers to this perplexing problem*
Btuni&tong.
m is study was limited to forty-five boys in 
grades ten, eleven, and twelve of Rugby Public High 
School, Rugby, forth Dakota* The American Association 
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Youth 
Fitness Test, with the exception of the aquatic test, 
was administered to these boys. The teste were given 
at the beginning of the 1963-1964 school term and again 
at the end of that school year*
3
tfSen V* Miller, Karl w* Bookwalter, and George 2. 
Sohlafer, JfjLJm.fi* <**•• York* A. s*Barnes and company, tno«, 1943), p* 3*
*
*Physical.m a e a s  la one phase of total fitness.
The components of physical fitness are resistance to 
disease, muscular strength end muscular endurance8 
cardiovascular respiratory endurance, muscular power, 




slt-ups, pull-upa, shuttle run, stand Ing-broad-Jimp, 
50-yard dash, softball throw, and tho 600-yard run-walk.
ZteJ&flte&jaBMR consisted of boys who did not 
participate In any phase of the retired physical ed­
ucation program or tho iatra-miral or lnter-soholastic 
programs.
"*® composed of boys who
participated in the required physical education three 
days a week for a period of one hour each tine the class 
net. This group did not engage in any lntrs-;iural or 
lnter-soholastic program®. A description of the required 
physical education program in which they participated 




REVISE OF RELATED LITERATURE Alt© RESEARCH
A number of studios have boon undertaken In the 
area of physical fitness and Its relationship to the 
physical education activities program# Son© of the 
Important finding* have been summarised In this chapter#
Paul iuncieker# chalman of the AAffPER Fitness 
Council# made the following statements
The physical performances tested la the youth 
fitness teat include running# .Jumping# throwing# 
s strength# agility# and endurance# These activities 
should be part of physical education programs and# 
within Units# an Improvement In test scores should 
accompany continuous participation la physloal 
education# If pupils are enrolled In physical ed­
ucation classes and fall to improve throughout the 
school year In all probability the program was not 
sufficiently vigorous.1
earlier® made a study at the University of Wash­
ington on the effects of certain physical education 
activities on some elements of the physical fitness of 
freshmen college women. Freshmen women (263) enrolled
"'Elsie i# Cartier
Education Activities on dome Elements 
nose of Freshmen College ^cmen "
5 '
In baolc activities were given pre-aad-post teats with a 
six Its® physical fitness test battery oowring flexibility* 
strength* endurance, and agility* Pre-test results shewed 
significant differences in mean fitness levels between 
several classes sad* with one exception* these results were 
duplicated on the post-test. Comparison within classes 
showed that all but one badminton and two swimming classes 
showed an increase that was significant In the post test. 
Comparison of mean improvement score between classes 
showed that the basic activity class improved signif­
icantly. aside from comparisons within and between 
classes* the physical activities studied contributed to 
Improvement of all physical fitness test lisas except 
agility.
Culver^ mads a study at the University of iashlngton 
on the effect of a ten-minute period of body conditioning 
exerolse on certain elements of physical fitness and 
basketball skill of high school girls. Two freshmen and 
two sophomore physical education classes were tested before 
and after a five-week Instructional unit on basketball 
with a fitness test battery covering strength, endurance* 
agility* and flexibility* and with the revised Edgren Ball 
Handling Test* One class received ten minutes of body
•^aiasabeth y* Quiver* "fhe Sffeote of a Ten-Minute 
Period of Body Conditioning Exercises on Certain Elements of Physical Fitness and Basketball skill of High School 
aim ,* topiotim j * y n y a  M t i v  .sflaflaMan
ain3u,a«,«ga&aa. »■ p .
6

la a study omoemmS with physical skill la
9
Seal luge r? brought out eome of the criticisms In 
regard to the use of a national test in physical education 
progress* Certain critic® are opposed to a national test 
because some teachers noire the standards their progress*
In the If anxiety to hare their students do sell on the 
tests* they design their entire program toward this end*
In this way the national test determines the curriculum* 
The noma rather than the generally accepted purposes 
become the objectives of the program* Another objection 
Is that in any typical group of children* half will be 
below the norm or average* In trying to get all the 
children In their class "up to the grade level" it is 
feared that some teachers Ignore or overlook the in­
dividual differences whleh exist among them*
from the review of literature* there is evidence 
that activity from a physloal eduoatlon class aids In the 
development of physical fitness* Generally it has been 
shown that the activity pro&raaa that provide tor 
definite area development will yield the more productive 
returns* If such Is the case* then the physical education 
programs are justified within the schools and every 
Individual should be encouraged to participate In a wide 
variety of physical activities*




The fcosto were adi ini stored in accordance with the 
recommendations and Inetructions of the American &eee* 
elation for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 
Youth Fitness Test Manuel** The method and procedure used 
In ©electing the group, setting up, and supervision of the 
testing have been presented In this chapter.
The selection of the groups was accomplished by 
listing the naae of every boy, in grades ton, eleven, and 
twelve of Rugby Public High school, who was physically 
able to participate In the required physical education 
program and each individual was assigned a number. From 
this group, five boys fro® each grade were selected by 
random number for the control group and ten boys from 
each grade were selected by random number for the 
experimental group.
The control group was withheld from participating 
in any phase of the required physical education
Vaarpsr. H Youth Fitness Test annual." Washington 6,
B, C.t The Aaerleaaa m o o lacIon ror ■ lealthV Itiysloal Fl­

































































































Httioas I* on# trial unless it was o brio us that 
the subject did not hat# a fair chan##*
2* qmi knees could not b» raised and 
kicking of th© leg# ms  not permitted*
3. The body could not swing during; th© 
execution of th# movement. The pull could in no way be a 
snap meceaeat* If th© subject started swinging h© was 
checked by holding an extended ara across th# front of 
his thighs*
Scoring: The number of completed pull-ups to the 
nearest whole number was recorded*
m e m .
aouloaent t ait-ups were done on th® gyp floor*©eppspiw psaaw peapeaaa ^
Frooedurot the subject lay on hi# back with lego 
extended and feet about two feet apart, his hands were 
placed on the book on the neck with the fingers inter­
laced* Elbows were retracted* A partner held the ankles 
down* the heels being in contact with the floor at all 
times*
The subject then eat-up, turning the trunk to the 
left and touching the right elbow to the left knee, 
returned to starting position* then sat up turning the 
trunk to the right and touching the left elbow to th# 
right knee* The exercise was repeated* alternating sides*
Rules 1 1* The fingers had to remain in contact









































































flooring i Th© boat of thro® trials to the nearest 
foot was recorded,
gqulonsnt t Track narked accordingly and a stop­
watch.
Procedure: The subject started from « standing 
start* At the signal "Ready? so*#w the subject started 
funning the 600-yard distance*
Buiest walking was permitted, but the object was 
to cower the distance In toe shortest possible tine*
floorinsu The tine was recorded In seconds to toe 
nearest second..
Following the collection of data, it became nec­
essary to choose a statistical method that would teat the 
significance of the difference between the two groups*
This investigator assumed the null hypothesis la 
analysing to© difference between the initial test and to© 
re-test within each group* ’feat hypothesis2 asserts that 
there is no true difference between the two mean scores* 
and that the difference found between toe sample means Is 
a chance difference and is accidental and unimportant* 
Investigation of several possible tests of toe null hypoth­
esis Indicated that the "t* technique for testing toe
gQuinn Mctfemar, PsarehalpjElaal Statistics. (Mew 
Yorki John Wiley and Bens* Inc*, 1949)* p* 925*
•Ign&flocMM* of the difference toot ween mean® derived fros 
correlated scores fros small samples m s  suitable for use 
in this study* This test determines the ratio between the 
mean difference and the estimate of sampling error of the 
mean difference* this ratio is expressed as **tw end. is 
checked for significance in a *tH table* The value of *t* 
is proportional to the degree of freedom (ff*IJ allowed in 
determining the relationship between the mean difference 
and the estimate of sampling error of the mean difference* 
For this study it was decided to retain the null 
hypothesis at or beyond the *01 level of significance* 
Complete data including mean differences and raw 
scores* together with the details of the mathematical 
process employed in analysis for each testing area la 
presented in Appendix B*
17
C H A P »  IV
AKALTSX8 OP DATA
The purpose of the testing In till® study was to 
discover whether or not there were any significant dlf* 
foresees between fitness values of the experimental group 
as compared to the control group* The bases of comparison 
were results obtained through the use of the American 
Association for Health, Physical Education laid Recreation 
Youth Fltneea Test.
Ac mentioned previously no bias was present In the 
random select Ion of the two groups* it appeared that some 
uncontrolled bias was present as evidenced by the fact 
that In ell pro*test Items the mean of the control group 
was inferior to that of the experimental group except in 
slt~ups* This fact appeared to favor the control group as 
they had more opportunity to show improvement* As shown 
by the analysis of data, this did not prove to be true, as 
the experimental group exhibited significant improvement 
In all items except the shittle run at the .01 level of 
confidence* In no Item of the post*test did the control 





The control group had a mean score of 52#26 alt* 
up® In the initial tost and a mean score of 49.73 sit-upe 
in th© retest which measured abdominal strength and 
endurance.
The control group had a mean difference 2*53 
decrease between the initial teat and the reteat* The 
estimate of sampling error of the mean difference was 
7*00# the "t* value of *#36 with 14 degrees of freedom 
was below the criterion #01 level#
In the initial test the experimental group had a 
mean score of 50 slt-ups and In the retest this group hod 
a mean score of 63*2 ait*upa#
m e  experimental group had a mean difference of 
13*20 Increase In slt-upe between the Initial test and 
re*teat# The estimate of the sampling error of mean 
difference was 4#49. The *1* value of 2.94 with 29 de­
grees of freedom Indicated a significant difference at 
the criterion #0! level#
Pull-Upa
In the initial test of pull*ups# the control group 
had a mean score 5*53 pull*upej in th® re*test this group 
had a mean score of 6.07 pull*upo which measured arm and 
shoulder*girdle strength#
20
A mean difference of .533 pull-ups increase between 
the initial teat said the re-teat was shown by the control 
group. The estimate of the eaapllng error of mean dif­
ference was .412. The *t* value of 1.29 with 14 degrees 
of freedota was below the criterion *01 level.
The experimental group had a mean score of 3.27 
pull-ups in the initial teat and a naan score of 12.53 
pull-ups in the retest.
A mean difference of 4.26 pull-ups Increase between 
the initial test and retest was shown by the experimental 
group. The estimate of sampling error of mean difference 
was *56. The Mt* value of 7.60 with 29 degrees of freedom 
Indicated a significant difference at the criterion 
.01 level.
The control group had a mean score of 11.06 seconds 
on the initial test and a mean score of 11.21 aeoonde on 
the retest which measured agility and speed.
A mean difference of .15 increase between the 
initial and the retest was shown by the control group. The 
estimate of the sampling error of mean difference was .13. 
The wt” value of 1.18 with 14 degrees of freedom was 
below the criterion .01 level*
The experimental group had a mean score of 10.87 
seconds in the initial test and a mean score of 10.73 
seconds on the retest.
A mom difference of .14 decrease between the 
initial teat and reteat wa# shown by the experimental 
group* The estimate of sampling error of mean difference 
was .IS* The **tM value of 1*16 with 59 degrees of freedom 
was below the criterion *01 level*
The control group had a mean score of 6*05 seconds 
on the Initial test and a mean score of 7*71 seconds on 
the retest which measured speed*
A mean difference of *34 decrease between the 
initial test and retest was shown by the control group* 
Th» estimate of sampling error of mean difference was 
*15* The *V* value of 5*97 with 14 degrees of freedom 
was below the criterion *01 level*
The experimental group had a mean score of 7*15 
seconds In the Initial test and a mean score of 6*99 
seconds on the .retest*
A mean difference of *16 decrease between the 
initial test and retest was shown by the experimental
group# The estimate of sampling error of mean dif­
ference was #053* The " V  value 5.91 with 59 degrees of 
freedom was beyond the criterion *01 level and indicated 
a significant difference*
The control group had a naan score of 73*40 inchoc 
on the Initial toot and a mean acor© of 73.13 inches on 
the retest which measured the explosive power of the legs.
A mean difference of *73 Increase between the 
Initial test and retest was shown by the control group* 
the. estimate of sampling error of mean difference wae 
1*59* The *t* value of *46 with 14 degrees of freedom 
was below the criterion *01 level*
the experimental group had a mean score of 77*53 
Inches in the initial test and a mean score of 81*13 
inches on the retest*
A mean difference of 3*60 increase between the 
initial test and retest was shown by the experimental 
group* The estimate of sampling error of mean difference 
was 1*07. the "t* value of 3.36 with 39 degrees of freedom 
indicated a significant difference at the criterion *01 
level*
IftMlTJL
The control group had a mean score of 130*3 feet 
on the initial test and a mean score of 133*3 feet on 
the retest which measured the explosive power of the am.
A mean difference of 3*00 increase between the 
initial test and retest was shown by the control group* 
The estimate of sampling error of mean difference was
S3
3*42. the "tn value of *88 with 14 degrees of freedom 
was below the criterion *01 level*
The axperlaantal group had a mean soore of 153*4? 
feet on the Initial test and a moan seore of 169*9? feet 
In the retest*
A mean difference of 16*50 Increase m s  sheen by 
the experimental group between the initial test and the 
retest* The estimate of sampling error of mean dif­
ference was 3*09* The "t* value of 5*34 with 29 degrees 
of freedom Indicated a significant difference at the 
criterion *01 level*
The control group had a mean score of 144*60 seconds 
in the initial test and a mean seore of 139 * 13 seconds in 
the retost which measured muscular and card io-rcspiratory 
endurance*
A mean difference of 5*47 decrease between the 
initial test and retest was shown by the control group*
The estimate of sampling error of mean difference was 
3*59* The "t" value of 1*52 with 14 degrees of freedom 
wo# below the criterion *01 level*
The experimental group had a mean score of 118*43 
seconds in the initial test and a mean score of 107*63 
seconds in the retest*
A mean difference of 10*80 decrease between the 





















































































#15 seconds for the control group* The difference between 
the mean difference® of th© two groups wae *01 second®* 
fhe estimate of the fitt^Uag error for th® distribution 
of the differences between the mean differences was ,18. 
the "t" value resulting from the relationship of th© 
actual difference between the mean difference*! of the two 
groups and the estimate of the sampling error for the 
distribution of the differences between the mean dif­
ferences was *,056. With 43 degrees of freedom, this "t" 
value Indicated no significant difference between the 
mean differences within the experimental and tho control 
groups.
The mean difference between the Initial test and 
the retest was *18 second.® for the experimental group 
and .34 seconds for the control group, The difference 
between, the mean difference® of the two groups wae .18 
seconds, the estimate of the sampling error for the 
distribution of the differences between th® mean dif­
ferences was ,19* Ihe "t* value resulting from the 
relationship of the actual difference between the mean 
differences of the two groups and the estimate of the 
sampling error for the distribution of the differences 
between th® mean differences was -.947. with 43 degrees 
of freedom, this "t* value Indicated no significant
difference between the mean difference found within the 
experimental ©roup and the control group*
the m m  difference between the initial teat and 
the reboot was 3*60 inch©® for the experimental group and 
.73 inohee for the control group* The difference between 
the moan differences of the two groups was 2.8? Inches. 
The estimate of the sampling error for the distribution 
of the differences between the mean differences was 1*91. 
The *t” value resulting from the relationship of the 
actual difference between the mean differences of the two 
groups and the estimate of sampling error for the dls* 
trlbutlon of the differences between the aeam differences 
was 1*50. With 43 degrees of freedom* this *tw value 
indicated no significant difference between the mean 
difference found within the experimental and the control 
group*
the mean difference between the initial test and 
the retest was 16.50 feet for the experimental group and 
3.00 feet tor the control group, the difference between 
the mean difference® of the two groups was 13*50 feet*
The estimate of the sampling error for the distribution 
of differences between the mean differences was 4.61. The 
**V* value resulting from the relationship of the actual 



































































mm sooms tn mats or subjects is  gostpol group
Rasa of test Suabor initial fast Rstsat
Sit-ups l5 52*26 49.73
Pull-ups 15 5*53 6.07
BJaittl© Run 15 11*06 11.21
50-Xarft mah 13 8.03 7.71
stood lm Broad Jump 15 72.40 73.13
Softball Throw 15 130.20 133.20
600-Yard nun-Walfc 15 144*60 139.13
JOSAM 3C0R.ES. m  TE8® OF SUBJECTS IS SXVWt UfEWT&L OROUP
mem of tost Dunbar Initial fast Retost
3it-ups 30 50.00 63.20
FUH-WP® 30 8.27 12.33
shuttle :?aa 30 10.87 10.73
50-lard Dash 30 7.15 6.99
standing aroa6 Jump 30 77.53 81.13
Softball Throw 30 153.47 169.97
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Standing Broad Juarp «t6
Sit-upa *33
TABLE 4
rase order of * t *  wm i x w i m i m  group


















































































































to© difference* within the groups ora the initial tout and 
the retest* this hypothesis %mm tested with the *t* 
technique for the difference between neons derived fwja 
correlated scores trm small eaoplee. Coraparloons were 
a! ®o sad© be twees th© experimental group and th# control 
group by tooting th# significance of th# difference 
between th# mean differences found with to th# .groups* W m  
between group ©caparison used th# "t" technique for 
uracorrclatcd. data from m&tl samples*
m s t k w M m
The following conclusions seem warranted era th# 
haul# of too data ooll«ot#d to this study between to# 
initial tost and to# retest for the two groups*
t* m# required physical education curriculum 
which to© experimental group engaged in did produce 
significant changes la all of to® selected measures of 
physical fitraeae except to# shuttle run at toe criterion 
•Of level*
£* She control group to© did not participate in 
any phase of th® physical education program made no 
algalflearat changes to any of toe selected measures of 
physical fitness* the dallarity between toe aeon® of 
th© Initial test and to# .retest for toe control group 
seems to todleato that toe subjects, once they attain a 
level of physical fitness, lose very little of that
34
35
level by not participating In tee physical education 
program. However, they do not ©ala very naueh either#
3* Hie control ©roup did not chans® slgnifleaiitly 
la any of the measures of physical ntaee© levels, while 
the eKperliseatal group improved significantly in nearly 
all areas of physical fitness# This seeas to Indicate 
that the tost-retect method ©f evaluating the effective­
ness of a physical education program in meeting the 
objective of physical fitness is a satisfactory device.
The data collected in this study for the control ©roup 
indicate® that growth and maturation have little effect 
on the physical fitness development of an individual# The 
physical educator who tines this method of evaluation could 
fool assured that any significant change© In physical 
fitness levels from the initial test to the retest period 
are due to the effectiveness of the program la attaining 
that objective mad not to the growth and saturation of 
the individual#
4. The between group comparison Indicate# s 
significant difference in. pull-up® and the softball throw 
between the group® in ten* of changes occurring during 
the experimental period. The chans©® in the other 
measure® of physical fitness between the two groups were 
not significant at tee criterion .01 level.
36
It la recommended that further investigations be 
mad# In determining the effect of physical education 
curriculum, other than the on® used in this study# In 
attaining the object ire of physical fitness. It Is also 
suggested that this type of study be utilised in deter* 
aiming the effectiveness of a ©elected physical education 
curriculum in meeting some of the other specific ob- 
Jectives of physical fitnaea*
It Is further recommended that studies b© under­
taken which would evaluate the ©ffcctlvenese of each 
activity in the physical education curriculum in attaining 
the objective of physical fitness. This would probably 
require investigations over a shorter duration of tine 
and would also require the use of a different physical 
fitness test than the one used in this study because of 
the K t m m  Youth fitness feet feature of outdoor testing 
for m m  of the teat aeaeures* Studies of thie type 
would enable the physical educator to incorporate those 
activities into the physical education curriculum that 
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push-ups, side straddle hops, burp®®®, chop wood, trunk 
twisters, and nook olrolers* Three station® war® used 
provided equipment for Individual stunts, dual stunts, 
group stunts, The olaso was divided into three groups 
eaoh group spent a period at one of the three stations, 
Stunts progressed from those of an elementary nature until 
the class could master the most advanced stunts. As a eon* 
elusion to the unit, the classes devised and. perfected a 
tumbling demonstration which they presented at a P«?*A* 
meeting.
This unit included the high bar, low bar, trampoline, 
and the balance beam. Four stations were used and the 
classes were divided into four groups* seen group spent 
one does period at each station and then rotated to the 
next station* mis progression was repeated throughout the 
course of the unit* The same calisthenics were used as 
those described in the previous unit with a few variations 
for diversion* The unit began with the most elementary 
mo cements and progressed to. the nor® advanced activities*
The concluding activity in this unit was the assigning of 
an area to each group and they were responsible for 
devising a routine which they presented to the rest of the 


























































Including the afore-mentioned event®. Ribbon® wore awarded 
to the first five place® in each event and for eaoh grade
classification.
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1. too 30 «70 4900
s?« 58 53 * 5 25
3. 35 44 9 81
4. 37 28 • 9 81
5. 64 76 12 144
6. 35 96 61 3721
7. 100 97 • 3 9
8* 50 28 <*22 484
9. 79 100 21 441
10, 38 43 5 25
It. 43 31 -17 289
12. 28 24 - 4 16
13. 41 23 -13 169
14. 31 30 — f 1
15. 40 38 - 2 4
784 746 -38 10390
Mean Score of initial Test 52*26
Mean Score of M e e t 49.73
Susa of the Differences -38
Bm of Dlf., Squared 10390
45
the ntmzna/mm of the mrFmmm. mrmm tmms 
derived mm correlated soores from shall sai-iples
® j* ,-auetta__________ « * »  , . w j ..
* *  ____is____
» «  _____
»s *  3iaassKL,
S (estimate of mmpllag error of W) s
*> a „ , , . J ___________  »
V ---51----
v — R---- V ---rr~~
8.i 7.00P
5  <s»«h> Blffer«noo) - ___|___ . ....... » ,
4 ■ — |----" - s | j g _ -  — s*22—
I
d f a  8 *  I • £&
HtM at .01 level a a.977
Hot significant At .0! level
46
INITIAL TEST AND RETEST OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP III 3IT-UPB
Initial
Tost
Rotost Sum of Difference DifferenceSquared
1. 65 100 35 1225
2* 66 50 **16 256
3* 50 100 50 25004* 35 50 15 225
5* 70 100 30 9006. 66 100 34 1156
7. 60 100 40 16003. 50 71 21 441
9. 33 50 15 22510* 50 64 14 196
11. 35 43 8 6412. 26 25 — % 1
13. 50 100 50 250014. 30 41 11 121
15. 15 34 19 36116. 41 51 10 100
17. 33 63 27 72918. 43 55 12 144
19. 20 100 80 640020. 52 34 *•19 32421. 50 54 4 16
22. 32 39 7 49
23. 73 50 -25 62524. 35 40 5 25
25. 46 34 -12 144
26. too 53 -45 2025
U :
100 100 0 0is 33 3 929. 100 20 40030. 35 38 3 9
1500 1896 396 22770
Mean 3coro of Initial Tost 50*00 
?foan io o f© of Reteet 63*SO
8n m of the Differences 396
Sum of Dlf* Squared 22770
m® sxm m tiM i op am mrmaum betwe®? mam 
mum  from correlated scores prom small samples
TE3T ..aUffiMw---------------
a * ___38_____» » .-a&,
*.jga_
s_ (oattaato of aaapllng orror of ¥  8




F <?foan Dimronco ) m .------*
* * — |----» — l|*|g... » - A 3 & -
I
«f a M - I « £2.
MtM at .0 ! Imvml w 2.756
Slgnlflcoaeo of Differenoo lo beyond t??o .IS Zovol
48
ItflTIAL TEST Am  RETEST OF CONTROL OHOU? Ill PULL-UPS
initial Reteet D m  of DifferenceTeat Difference Squared
1* 5 4 -1 1
». 3 4 1 1
3. 4 3 1 1
4. ID 9 *1 1
5* 7 7 0 0
6. 0 3 3 9
7 . 8 9 1 1
0. 10 8 -2 4
9. 12 14 2 4
10. 3 3 0 0
it. 6 10 4 16
12. 3 3 0 0
13. 4 4 0 0
14. 6 3 —l 1
15. 2 3 1 1
S3 91 3 40
HMa! 9oop« of Initial Test 5.53
Meank 3OOP® of Reteet 6.07
Sum of tho Difference® 0
Sum of Of. Squared 40
49
TBS SIGNIFICANCE OF TJI8 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 


















4f » S * 1 * JJfc
*t* at .01 lovol a 2.977
Not st$nlfloant at .Of lovol
90
INITIAL TEST AND RETEST OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN PULL-UPS
InitialTost Rotast Atm of Difference DifferenceSquared
I. 12 15 3 92. 14 18 4 163. 11 21 10 1004. 11 16 5 255* 12 17 5 256. 11 22 It 1217. 9 18 9 818* 14 15 1 19. 4 5 1 110. 4 8 4 1611. 5 10 5 2512. 4 8 4 1613. 10 13 3 914. 9 15 6 3615. 0 2 2 416. 4 12 8 6417. 9 18 9 3113. 8 12 4 1619. 15 21 6 3620. 4 7 3 921. 11 20 9 3122. 8 9 1 123. 5 9 4 1624* 6 8 2 425. 8 9 1 126. 11 12 1 127. 14 15 1 128. 5 6 1 129. 4 5 1 130. 6 10 4 16
243 376 123 814
Moan score of Initial Tost 8.27
'©an Score of Retest 12.53
Osi of tho Differences 123
Son of Dif. Squared 814
THE SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS





(eattnat© of eampllnc error of IT) S 
*  m .. &____«
Y~! ----
9 m .̂ .6




flf a 8 • 1 * ̂
•t" at .01 I m l  m 2.756 
Significance of Difference la
52
INITIAL TEST AMD ^ETKST OF CONTROL CROUP 13 SHUTTLE RUH
InitialTest Retest sun of Difference DifferenceSquared
1. 10.1 10.0 * .1 .01
2* 12.3 11.7 • .6 .36
3* 11.7 11.9 • 2 .04
4, 10.4 10.4 .0 .00
5. 11.3 11.2 •» .1 .01
6. 12.2 11.9 - .3 .09
7. 11.5 11.6 • 1 .01
8. 10.4 10.3 * .1 .01
9* 9.9 10.3 .4 .16
to. 10.4 10,5 .1 .01
It. 10.4 10.6 .04
12. 12.1 12.5 .4 .16
13. 11.6 12.1 .5 .25
14* 10.4 12.0 1.6 2.56
15. 11.2 11.1 * .1 .01
165.9 163.1 2.2 3.72
Mean score of Initial Test 11.06
Moan Score of Retest 11.21
Sun of the Differences 2.2
Sun of Dlf. Squared 3.72
53
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE m  MEANS 









£  (Moan Differonoo) »  : *  ... 2*2 . *  .15T  15
4 - — | ----• -102-
E
(flf a H * 1 m 14
"t" at .01 lovol * 2.977
Hot significant at .01 lovol
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INITIAL TEST AND RETEST OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN SHUTTLE RUN
initialTeat Reteat Sum of Difference DifferenceSquared
1* 10.5 11.2 .7 .492. 10.3 10.4 .1 .013. 10.7 10.6 • .1 .014* 10.1 10.6 •5 .255# 10.0 10.5 .5 .256. 9.8 10.2 .4 .167. 11.7 11.1 * .6 .368. 10.2 10.0 - .2 •049. 11.0 11.1 .1 .0110. 10.3 10.1 • .2 .0411* 11.4 10.4 •1.0 1.0012* 11.4 11.5 . 1 .0113* 10.3 10.0 •5 .2514. 10.2 10.9 .7 .4915. 14.1 12.3 •1.3 3.2416* 10.9 10.2 - .7 .4917. 10.5 10.0 - .5 .2518. 11.1 11*0 • .1 .0119. 11.3 11.0 • .3 .0920. 11.1 10.9 - .2 .0421. 11.3 11.0 - .3 .0922. 11.5 11.1 • .4 • 1623. 11.2 11.1 - .1 •0124. 11.3 11.1 • *2 .0425. 11.1 12.7 1.6 2.5626. 11.1 10.2 - .9 .8127. 10.2 10.1 • .1 .0128. 10.4 10.0 • .4 • 1629. 10.5 10.1 • *4 .1630. 10.8 9.8 •1.0 1.00
326.3 322.0 •4.3 12.49
Mean Score of Initial Teat 10*87 
Mean score of Retest 10*73
Sura of the Difference® * 4*3
Sun of 351 f* Squared 12.49
55
this ©? the diffbhemce asTVMi meaks
trnvm  mm correlated sgor.es from small samfles
w » t ___ «»®b f .
0 *
B8 - 13.49
fi (oatlsiato of awapling orror of “) S
I? * ...D. ...»
V — ----
IT < 8«an Dlfforonco) « 14
4 * ____» — a ||— * M i
$
e t  m « ~ 1 » £2
*t" at .01 l m l  « 3.756
Hot *i^nIfleant at .01 lovol
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Moan Score of Initial Toot
Moan 3ooro of Retoot
3um of tho Differencee 
Sun of Dif. squared
Sum of Difference DifferenceSquared
.3 .09




















THE fttiWmOAHGS OF THE DIFFERENCE BKTWIS* MEANS 
DERIVED FROM CORRELATES SOCLES FROM SHALL SAMPLE#
TS37 .... Control
* * -Jt£,___
» « .j JSiJL,,.
D2 « 6.31
3 (eatlaat© of sampling orror of 7) 9
D as D , m
-----------
f (Hm u  Difforonoo) *
t as ZaZL
d f * If - 1 * 14
"t* at ,01 !©▼©! * £.977
lU,t~ _*2i
Hot ©tgnlf leant at .01 lovol
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IWITIAL TEST AUD RSfBST OF EXnRXHmfAL GROW ITS 50-YARD DASH
Initial Retoot Sun of DifferenceTeat Difference Squared
1. 7.0 6*2 • #8 .642. 7.3 6.5 — #3 .643. 7.1 6.9 -  ,2 .04
4* 6*7 6.2 ■* .5 .255* 6.1 6.4 .3 .09
6. 6*7 6.6 • .1 .017. 7.5 7.1 — ,4 .16
8 . 6.9 6.7 • .2 ,04
9# 7.0 7.0 .0 .0010. 6.9 7.0 .1 •0111. 7.6 7.9 .3 ,0912. 6.9 6.6 - .3 .0913. 7.0 6.9 * .1 .0114. 7.6 7.1 -  .5 .2515. 9.9 9.3 * .4 .1616. 7.2 7.0 • .2 t041?. 7.07.5 7.0 .0
.0018. 7.4 — ,1 • 0119. 7.5 6.8 * .7 .4920. 7.9 7.3 -  .1 .0121. 6.6 6.5 • .1 .0122. 7.6 7.5 — ,1 .0123. 7.0 6.9 -  .1 .01
24, 6.3 7.2 .4 .1625. 7.4 7.1 * .3 .0926. 6.9 6.9 .0 .0027. 6.1 6 .0 — ,1 .0128. 6.8 6.6 — .2 .0429. 7 .5 7.8 .3 .0930. 6 .5 6.5 .0 .00
214.5 209.6 -4.9 3.45
m m  Scop® o f  Initial Test 7.15
Hoon Score of Retect 6,99
Susa of the Difference® —4.9
Sun of Dlf* Squared 3.45
59
the Bwxtwimsm  or ihs difference between mxm
DERIVED FROM CORRELATED SCORES FROM SMALL SAMPLES
test __m a m r n m ,
a » - J 3 L -
» *
»* . . . 3.45
3* (eatlnate of aib3.pl lag error of 5) 3
D * ____&__ ■




W  ( lean Difference)
Cf » H - 1 » ££
"tM at .0! level » 2.756
Significance of Difference la
60
IHITIAL TJS3T ABB RETEST OF CONTROL GROUP IB 3TASDI10-» 0AI>-JUK?
InitialTest neteet Suta of Difference DifferenceSquared
1. 75 69 ♦ 6 36
2, 63 69 6 36
3# 77 81 4 16
4. 69 68 • 1 1
5* 70 72 2 4
6* 50 57 7 49
7. 68 71 3 9
So 38 36 «* 2 4
9, 99 34 - 5 25
10, 79 36 7 49
11* 84 98 14 196
12* 63 62 m 1 1
13* 63 59 *» 4 16
14. 78 70 *» 8 64
15. 70 65 - 5 25
1086 1097 11 531
Mean score of Initial Teet 72,40 
Sloan Score of Retest 73# 13
Sum of the Differences II
Sura of Dif* Squared 531
61
we axminemm of the difference m v m m  mam 
derived mon correlated scores vrck small s a b l e s
t&b? .#Rou? — qpmxsX------------------------------
* * ___L5___
o « ___O ___
» * «  531
3 (esttsi&te of eaupllng error of f>) « 3




U  (Moan Difference) * ..If-.-.« _____** « -— ill
*•—S
5
d f a U * I «  14
*t* at .01 level a 2.977 
Hot algnlfloaat at #01 level
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INITIAL » T  AMD RETEST OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
III STASIS ISO BROAD JUMP
initial Reteat Sum of Difference
feet Difference Squared
1* 34 34 0 02. 91 95 4 16
3* 36 89 3 94. 90 39 • 1 t
5. m 82 • 7 496. 84 90 6 36
7. 76 r8 1 18. 39 • 1 1
9* 59 63 4 1610* 84 78 - 6 36
11. 85 92 3 6412* 79 03 4 16
13. 33 84 1 114. 32 1% «* 6 3615. 33 9 8116* 31 30 ** 1 1
17. 74 34 10 10018* 69 67 * 2 4
19. 73 38 15 22520. 75 75 0 021. 74 79 3 2522. 71 77 6 36
23. 80 8 • 1 124. 79 5 25
25. 76 91 15 22526* 79 32 3 9
27. 60 70 10 10023. 87 91 4 16
29. 72 77 5 2530* 32 97 15 225
2326 2434 109 1330
Minus Score of Initial Teat 77*53 
Mean Score of Retest 31*13
Sun of the Difference® 108
Sum of Dlf* Squared 1330
Significance of Difference la beyond ,01 level
INITIAL TK3? MSI) RETEST OP GOWTROL SWOOP IIf 30FT3ALL THROW
Initial
Teat Detest Sum of Difference DifferenceSquared
t. 140 133 m 2 4
0* too 127 27 729
3. 14? 142 - 5 25
4. 137 123 *14 196
5. 113 122 9 81
6. 97 105 3 64
7. 115 113 * 2 4
3. 163 149 •14 196
9. 158 166 8 64
10. 155 150 - 5 25
It. 162 144 *18 324
ts». 117 124 7 49
13. 106 113 7 49
14. 131 14? 16 256
15. 112 135 23 529
1953 1998 45 2595
/"©an score of Initial Teat 130.20
MOIttl Score of Heteat 133.20
Sum of the tlffcreneoa 45
Sum of Dlff* Squared 2595
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THE SIONIFICAMCK OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS 
DERIVED FROM CORRELATED SCORES FROM SMALL SAMPLES






8 (aatlnate of sampling orror of W
V — 8"
3 * 3,42
IT (Moan Difference) * • __ J§__ * JU22.
* ■ - 4 — 1- - m - * - * 22-5
df * » - i * 14
*t" at .01 l m l  * 2,977 
Not significant at .Of level
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1. 175 1882. 159 199
3. 167 214
4a 153 131
5. 166 1886a 154 189
7. 111 1358. 153 162
9a 128 117
to . 157 153
i l ­ 204 238
i a . 161 163
13* 137 19814. 165 163
15. 90 11716. 163 17517. 167 13518. 116 156
19. 133 13020. 141 15321. 106 101
22. 119 133
23a 136 15913424, 190
25. 144 160
26, 183 170
27. 134 16928. 183 222
29, 175 m30. 180 210
4604 5099
Mean Score of Initial Test 
Mean Score of Retest
Susj of the Differences 
















- 5 2519 36123 529- 6 36
16 256









TIIS 3X0HIFICA2tCE OF THE DIFFEHiSSCK BETWEEN MEAES 
BSHXVXD PRO'-? CORKBX#ATED SCORES FROST «HU. SAMPLES












#  (SMttt Btffereno©) * D *
1?
* i&sa
ax « »  * i * 22
"t" at .01 level 8 2.756 
©Isalflooao® of Difference l®
63
INITIAL TEST ASTD RETE3T OF COVIROL 0KOUP 
I3f 600-fAKB-RlM-WAIJC
Initial ftotoat Sun of Differone©Tost Mffopooco gquapod
1« 129 128 *  1 1
a . 157 137 -20 400
145 153 3 64
4* 159 145 —14 196
5. 135 142 7 49
6. 156 129 -27 729
7 . 129 119 -10 100
3 . 146 162 16 256
9* 119 130 11 121
to . 136 122 -14 196
M . 161 152 - 9 31
12. 151 159 a 64
13. 134 127 -  7 49
14. 161 132 -29 841
t s . 151 150 — 1 1
2169 2037 -32 3143
Moan scopo of Initial Tost 144.60
Moan Soor® of Bstaat 139.13
®m of th« oiffoxHMtoea * 32
Sun o f  2)1 f .  Squapodi 3143
tm  BtmwtQ&sm or tm  mrmmwzz wmsmm mum
DERIVED m e w  CORRELATED SCORES FROM SMALL SAMPLES
*■»* J % &  —  t»ooF ^aaaSaaabL----
* »  15___
D « -8g . .
«  .....z m .....
S (estimate of sampling error of t>) Sf ■ * P a
v r —
69
WP , . i. 3*59
5 (Mean Differone©) «
T
t « s
af a S • 1 8 14
wt" at *01 level * £.97?
lot significant at .01 level
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INITIAL TEST AND RETEST OF KXJBRINSWfAL 8RQUF 
IN 600-TARS RUN-WALE
Initial Retest aunt of Difference
fast Difference Squared
t. 115 113 - 2 4
s. 116 104 -12 144
3. 101 93 - 8 64
A# 115 97 -13 324
5. 102 37 -15 225
6. 105 99 - 6 36
7* 113 105 — 3 64
8. 117 124 7 49
9. 113 108 -10 100
10, 118 107 -11 121
11. 105 98 - 7 49
ia. 108 107 - 1 1
13. 117 101 -16 256
14. 126 105 -21 441
15. 176 126 -50 2500
16. 122 96 —26 676
17. 125 105 -20 400
IS. 138 too -30 900
19. 133 127 -It 121
20. 134 115 -19 361
81. 103 108 0 0
22. 130 iao -10 100
23. 115 113 - 2 4
24. 105 99 - 6 36
25. 127 120 - 7 49
26. 116 114 - 2 4
27. 98 95 - 3 9
23. 122 116 - 6 36
29. 120 125 5 25
30. 103 94 - 9 81
3553 3229 -324 7180
lioon Score of initial Teat 118.43
Mean Score of Retest 107*63
Sun of the Differences -3®A
Sea of 01f« squared 7130
7i
THE 3KWIFXCAHCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
MftxvxD fro?? mwmjim} scores mm mm& qmmjbs
. J22. ---- - ® oop
* «* ___22___
d » _ z m .
a2 *
3 (estimate of MapXlag error of I>) 3
U 88 D «
V  T 'd..
8 at 2.06
w




i f  a S • t a ^
ntw at .01 level « 2.756
Sigaifloaao© of Blfforonoo 1» beyond...«0J. levol
72
Till 019*19X01*01 OP THE DXPF®RK?IOE BETWEEN HKA*S
writes mm ohcorrelatsd scores frow shall 8*m v u b 
TEST* 3tt-0pe
Experimental Croup # a 13.80 Control Croup IT a £.53
Experimental Croup s m 5.06 Control Croup 3 a 7.00
I f
(the eet incite of the MUBpllag error for the die*
Tln trlbutton of dlfferonoea between the mean differences)
3__ 2 ♦ 3
BL (5.06)^ ♦ (7.00)2
SSm » 3,63
2^ » $, - * <3*20 * 2.53 a 10.67




df a (H| • I) ♦ (fig - f ) » g 9 » 1 4 » 4 3
H *  at .01 level a 2.69
Hot significant at the *0! level
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF TtlE DIFFERENCE KKfWHSN HSAN3 
DERIVED FROM OKCORRELATSD SCORE3 FKON SHALL SAMPLES
TEST* Pull-Upe
&cporlra«nt*l Group t> » A. 26 control Group D a .53
ExporlrtMmtftl Croup a » .5,6 Control Group 8 a .41D D
Sjv (th© ©attaate of the soapling error for the Ale*%  trlbution of difference* between the moan differencea)
/
i f r x \ y
/\j ( .5 6 )2 ♦
% m •&?
% '




df a (N, - 1) ♦ (Ha - 1) a 29 4 14 a 4^
*t* at .01 level a 2.69
Significant at th© .01 level
74
tm smmviohwx of ms mrmmmm mvmm mum
nmiWD PROW tPJCGRRELATKD SCORES m m  SMALL SAMPLES 
t e s t*  shuttle mm
ExpQrXmmtsO. Croup 3  m .14 Control Group 3  « .1*5
Experimental Croup S m .12 Control Croup s m .13
3  W
Bn, (to© outiaat# of tho sailing error for too dla- 
' %  trtbutton of differences betvoon thft soon dtf*feretiees)
Sjv. * * M
14. « K| « ^ b  .14 * . 1 5  * *.01 
4 * ---2---- * ..
(.IS)2 ♦ M 3 ) 2
df « <M| - 1 ) ♦ (Ms * 1 ) « 29 ♦ 14 • 4&
*t* at .01 level • 2.69
Mot significant at too .01 level
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THE 3I0HXPICAHCE OF THE DIFFERS®!GS BETWEEM MEAHS
derived mm uscormxated scores mm small samples 
TESTs 50-Yard Dash
Experimental Croup W  m .16 Control Croup 5  « >34
Experimental Croup 8 * .06 Control Croup S * .15D D
S« (th© oetinat© of the sampling error for th© dla- trlbution of differences between th© siean dif­
ferences )
a%
S ) ' ‘ ( \ )  ’
Y  (.06)®
8 xll
fTt - %  » *16 - .34 * »«*8
-jBP...  * .. Jhfclfl... * -.9«• 19
{ »! • 1) ♦ <SS - 1) » 29 ♦ 14 « 4£
(2
wtM at .01 level * P.69
Sot significant at th© .01 level
n
THE SKWmCAHCE OF THE DIFPKREtCE BETWEEN MEAH8 
DERIVED FROM USCOnKSLATED SSW3 FROM SM&U, SAMPLES
TESTi standing Broad Jaap
Experimental Croup 5 * 3.60 Control Croup W « .73
Experimental Croup 8 » 1.07 Control Croup 8 * f .58D 15
8« (the estimate of the saapllng error for the die- 
trltoution of difference® between the mean dlf-
fereaeea)
df a (H, - t) ♦ <»g - 1) a 29 ♦ 14 « 42. 
wt* at .01 level a P.69
Mot significant at the .01 level
77
TH3E SXOSXrXOASCB OF T5IE BIFFEKENCS BETWEEN WAS® 
DERIVE® FROM US CORRELATED SCORES F30H SMALL SA'CPLE®
TEST* Softball Throw
Expert -tental Group 5  « 16.50 Octroi Group D * 3.00
Experimental Group 8 * 3.09 Control Group 8^ » 3.42
N(the ©stlmte of the aampline error for the dis­tribution of differences between the aeon dif­ferences)
t o o ' t o /(/ (3.09)2 ♦ <3.42)?
8% « -.61t
« 5| * U2 » 16.50 - 3.00 m 13.50
5 _ » n*5o »
df « (1j • 1) * (&2** 1) *■ S9 ♦ 1* ” 52
"t" at .01 level se 2*69
Significant at .01 level
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THE SIONIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MSAW 
DERIVED FROM UMCORRELATEB SCORES FROM SMALL SAMPLES
TEST* 600*Yard Run-̂ allt
Experimental Group 1> a 10.30 Control Croup 5 « SjdL
Experimental Croup 2.M Control Croup ^ ^
sn (the ••tlaato of the sampling error for thedls- % Q tritoutlon of differences between the mean dif­ferences )
D a !L * IL a 10.30 - 5.47 » 5.33
tT *
df «  (11,-1) ♦  (N2 -  I) a 29  ♦  14 «  / £
t" at .01 level a 2.69
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